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AbIttad. In §O we recall the definition of the group in question. § § I --4 are 
devoted to computing it in terms of arithnletk invariants of the ground ring. The 
remaining sections collect some examples and ;applications to the Brauer-Wall 
group. 
Comealions. uRing" always means associative ring with unit elenlent I :# O. 
k will always denote a cOlnmutative ring. X C Y does not rule out the possibility 
that X = Y. 
§O. The group Q(k) 
In this introductory section we recall the dlefinition of the group of quadratic 
extensions. All proofs omitted hlere can be found in (13. § 7J . 
A k-a1gebr3 A is a quadratic: extension (abbreviated q.e.) of k it is separable~ 
and finitely generated and projective of rank two as a k-rnodule. The fact that, 
the rank is positive everywhere locally implies that the map i : k ... A which defines 
the algebra structure is injective. and that Im(i} is a direct sununand of A (see (3, 
III. 7.2) and (4, Ill. 2.171 ). We will write k for Im(;). The fact that the rank is 
everywhere two implies that A is commutativE~, for it suffices to check comtnuta-
tivity locally at primes of k. where we can simply complete I to a bas,s. 
Proposition I. If A is a q.e. of k. there ;s a ull~que k-a/gebra auto1norphisnl 0 = 0.4 
of A such that 0 2 = identity and AO = {x E A lox = x} = k. 
Consequently. A is a q.e. of k if and only if it is a (conl1nutative) Galois exten-
sion with Galois group of order two. 
• I ;em indebted to Prof. H. Bass for some key suggestions. 
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If A and Bare q.e.'s of k we define A *B = (A fZ)k B)a A all a B, and we let a AB 
denote the common restriction of a A fZ) I or I fZ) a B to A * B. 
Theorem 1. If A and Bare q.e. 's of k then so is A * B, and its associated automor· 
phism is a AB' Moreover, * induces on the set of k·algebra isomorphism classes of 
q.e. 's the structure of an abelian group Q(k) of exponent two, with unit element 
k X k. A homomorphism k -+ K induces a homomorphism Q(k) -+ Q(K) (via 
A r+ A fZ)k K) and this makes Q a functor. 
Q(k) is the group T(1r, k) studied by Harrison in [8] in the special case where 
1r is a group of order two. 
An explicit recipe for cooking up quadratic extensions of any ground ring k is 
given in Theorem 2 below. 
§1. The group R(k) 
Let U(k) denote the group of invertible elements of k, and let T(k) denote the 
set of triples (u, a, x) where u E U(k), a,x E k, ua2 + 4x = 1. For (u, a, x) and 
(u', a', x') in T(k), the triple (u, a, x) * (u', a', x') = (uu', aa', x + x' -4xx') is also 
in T (k), for 1-4(x + x' -4xx') = (1-4x) (1-4x'). I t is easily checked tha t * is a 
commutative and associative operation on T(k), with neutral element (I, 1,0). 
If(u, a, x), (u', a', x')E T(k) we define (u, a, x) - (u', a', x') by v,b to mean: 
v E U(k), b Ek, u' = v2u, a'v = a-2b, x' = x + b(a-b)u. We write (u, a, x) 
- (u', a', x') if there exist v and b such that (u, a, x) - (u', a', x') by v, b. 
Proposition 2. - is an equivalence relation on T (k) and is compatible with *. 
The operation induced by * makes the quotient T (k)/- an abelian group of ex· 
ponent two, which we christen R(k). R is a functor from commutative rings to 
abelian groups. 
Proof. For any (u, a, x) in T(k) we have (u, a, x) - (u, a, x) by 1,0. If (u, a, x) 
- (u', a', x') by v, b it is easily checked that (u', a', x') - (u, a, x) by v-I, -bv- I . 
Similarly, if (u, a, x) - (u', a', x') by v, band (u', a', x') - (u", a", x") by v', b', 
then (u, a, x) - (u", a", x") by vv', b + b'v. For compatibility of- and *, suppose 
(u, a, x) - (u', a', x') by v, b and (ii, ii, x) - (ii', a', x') by v,li; then a lengthy 
but perfectly straightforward calculation shows that (uii, aa, x + x -4xx) 
- (u'ii', a'a', x' + x' -4x'x') by vii, ba + lia-2bli. Thus * induces a product (which 
we will also write *) on.the quotient R(k) = T(k)/-; to see that R(k) is a group of 
exponent two it suffices to note that for any (u, a, x) E T(k), (1, 1,0) 
'"" (u 2, a2, 2x-4x2) by v = u, b = 2x. 
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We leC R(k) denote! the subgroup of R(k) consisting of elements wit.h a represen-
tative of the form (u. I. x). R (k) is the group G(k) studied by Micali-Villamayor 
110. § 7) ; more prechieJy'l x ~ (1---4x. ), x) induces an isomorphism G(k)'" R (k). 
Proposition 3. n'l! inclusion ROc) C R(k) is all equality if and only if k satisjies 
the following bizawe .condition; 
fo, each tl E k such that thert" exists bE k with (a2 + 4b) E U(k), there is 
tln element c E k such thllt (.a + 2c) E U (k). 
R(i) = R(k) if 2 E R~td(k), IIIld Ilf 2 = 0 in k then R(k);s natural(v isonlorpllic /0 
the additive group of k modulo the inUlge of the "Arti" .. Schreie,·' "rap p ; k -. k. 
p(x)=x2 +x.lf2 E ,U(k),R(k) = R(k) and R(k) is naturallyisonlOrl)hic 10 
U(k)/U{k)2. Also R(k) = R(k)Jioralllod:¥li rillgs k; I lor k = Z we hal'e R(.k) = 
R(k):: (0). 
Proof. The first statement is dealf from the definitions. J f 2 E Rad(k), a211 = I -4~l' 
imphestl E U(k) (Nakayama's lelnnla). so R(k) = R(k) : whenever 0 E U(k), 
(U,II, x) .... (Q1U, I, x) by a, O. In particular, R(k) = R(k) jf char(k) = 2~ in which 
case tbe map k -. R(k) given by x ~ (I, I, x) is a homomorphisnl onto. We have 
(I. J,x) ..... (J, l,y)ifaJrtdonlyifl =,,2. J,v= 1--2h,andy=x+b() +b)for 
lOme , E U(k), b E k; because 2 = 0, the first two conditions evaporate (a.1 = J). 
and the kernel of k· '«k) is prtecisely the itnage of p. 
When 2 E V(k). t:~¥'eTy a E k i!; congruent mod 2 to a unit: a + 20i(l-·a))= I. 
Hence R(k) = R(k), ;,md the map U(k) -of" R(k) given by II t-+ (u, I, U.(l- u» is 
onto. (It is easily seen to be a honlonlorphism.) Now (u. I, ~( 1-'11» - (u', I, ~(I-u')) 
if and only if u' = v2u. v = J - 2b and %( J -u') = Yot( l-u) + b (" J --b)u for sonle 
J' E U(k) and b E k. E~ut b can onJy be ~(I--I/), and then once we have u' :: ))2U 
tbe remaining relation is automatic. Thus the kernel of U (k) -+ R(k) is precisely 
U(k)2 . 
When k is local, k = U(k) U Rad(k), hence either 2 E U(k) or 2 E Rad(k), and 
in either caseR(k) = R(k) as above. For k =Z, any element of T(k) has the fonn 
(:!:t,a.x); tel2 = 1-4x implies a = I (mod 2),hence(tl.o.x)--(±I, ),x'). But 
then!:J = i·-4x f implies(±l~ l, .. r')=(J, 1,0). 
Renuz,k. R(k) can be propedy con~ained in R(k) even when k is a Dedekind dOfllain. 
The next goal is an embedding of R(k) as a subgroup of Q(k). 
Given (u. a, x) E 1(k), let k{(u, a, x)} denote the quotient of k IX, Y J by the 
~deal generated by th(! elements 1-2X-aY. X2_X +x, y2_-u. 
1 L.oea) == unique maximctl :deal. but not necessarily Noetherian. 
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Theorem 2. k{(u, a, x)} is a quadratic extension of k, for every (u, a, x) E T(k), 
and the class of k{(u, a, x)}in Q(k) depends only upon the class of(u, a, x) in 
R(k), (u, a, x) ~ k{(il, a, x)} is an injective homomorphism from R(k) to Q(k), 
na rural in k. 
Proof. Note first that if a E U(k) we have A = k{(u, a, x)} ~ k [X] I(XLX + x), 
for Y = (1-2X)la, with a2u + 4x = I, makes y2 = u automatic. Also in this case A 
is a quadratic extension, because the derivative 2X -I of X2 - X + x is invertible in 
A: {(I -2X)lap = U E U(k). This shows that k{(u, a, x)} is a q.e. of kif 2 E Rad(k), 
for we have seen that then a E U(k). 
If2E U(k), A =k{(u, a, x)} ~k [Y]/(yLu), for X= *(I-ay), with a2u +4x = 1. 
makesX2 = X-x automatic. Then A is a q.e. of k, since the derivative 2Yis in-
vertible in A : (2Y)2 = 4u E U(k).2, 3 
This shows that k{(u, a, x)} is a quadratic extension in general, for it suffices to 
check this at every localisation, and once k is local, u2a + 4x = I implies that either 
a E U(k) or 2 E U(k). 
Notice that k {(u, a, x)} can also be described as follows: as a module it is free 
of rank two, A = ks $ kt, and the algebra structure is determined by 
I = 2t + as 
(I) t2 = t - x'l 
82 = u·1 
For, since ua2 + 4x = 1 in k, 
st = (ua2s + 4xs)t = ua(as)t + (2x)s(2t) = ua( 1-2t)t + (2x)s( I-as) 
=-uat+2xs. 
Hence there is at most one algebra structure on A satisfying ( I): to see that such a 
structure exists, we map the module A to k{(u, a, x)} by s ~ Y, t ~ X, composed 
with the projection k [X, Y] .... k {(u, a, x)}. The arguments in the local case show 
that A .... k {(u, a, x)J is a k-module isomorphism, and this gives A the required struc-
ture. 
2 The map U (k) - R(k) - Q(k), inducing U(k)/U(k)2 ~ R(k) - Q(k) (cr. Proposition 3), 
is just u t- k [Y) I( y2_u). • 
3 When neither 2 nor a is invertible in k, there is no nice way to complete 1 to a k-basis of 
k{(u, a, x)}, which is whr k{(u, a, x)} has to be described by two variables related by a 
linear equation and each subject to a quadratic relation, rather than a single variable subject 
to a quadratic condition as in the nice cases. 
§ I. Tile group R (k) 
Using the cornputation Sf = ~--aut + 2x,~ one sees that the class of k {(u, a. x)} 
in Q(k) depends only upon the class of (tl, a, x) in R(k). Indeed if (u, a, x) 
'" (u', a', x') by}'. b and we write A = k {(u, a, x)} = ks $ kl. A I:::: k{(u', a'. x')} 
= ks' E) k:'. as above. then the nlap s ~ s'/v. t ~ " (b/~')s'. which is clearly a 
k~module is.olllorphisln. carries the relations ( 1) satisfied ~n A to the analogous 
I · I .... , ., ,., , " 1")1 ') • d' A' re atJons ::: 1.1 + Q S f t .. = I _. x ' •. s ... = U' reqUIre Jf) • 
The Galois automorphj~m of A :::: k{(u. a, x)} = ks (£t kt is gi'len b) , 
, 
0", (s) = . S. 0A tt) = ( ) -1) = I + as. 
For this it suffices to see flhat 0,4 • so defined. leaves fixed precisely k . ) and that 
o A respects the relations ( I ). The la Her is trivial. and since 
0.4 (el + ds)::: c(t { as) - ds :::: cl + (ac-,ns. 
the elements left fixed by cIA are those ct + ds such that 2d :::: DC. Clearly the 
elCfllents b· I = «2b)1 + (ab )s. bE k. arc among these; and loca/~l' given 2d :::: co 
we can find b such that C = 2b, d = ab. for )("a11y either a or 2 is invertible. Thus 
the inclusion of k . I in the fLxed ring of 0 = 0 A is an isonlorphism at every Ioca-
lisa lion .. and hence A 0 = k . I, 
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To see that Cu, a, x) r-.. k{(lI. a. ,,\")} is a homonlorphisrn, let (u, D. x). (u', a', .t') 
E TCk'} and h,!,t 
A = k{(u. Q. x)} = ks e kl. 
, {" '} k' k' A = k tll . a • x) = S t!i I. 
Then. letting 0 denote 0 A ®k 0rt' (s ~ s, s' l-t' - s', t t-+ t + as. t' t-+ l' + a's'). 
h k t .- , d .- ...' " , If" b 'H I one c ec's! lat s = ss an t =.:.11 + a Is + as! 1rC e t hxed yo. ( ere It means 
t ® 1', etc). It follows easily that A * A' :::: (A ®k A')O = ks $ k7. I~ is easy to 
h k J - ,,- -., f C ec t lat ) = 21 + (ao )s and s ... = uu . I, and an intolerably long and equally 
straightforward calculation shows that 72 = t (x + x' ,,·4xx') . 1. Ht:nce 
k {(14, Ot x)} * k {(u'. a', x')} = k{(u, a, x) * (u ' , a', x')} . 
It renlains to show only that tJ: R (k) ... Q(k), (u. a. x) 1-+ k {(u, o. x)} . is injective 
(we onlit verification of naturaJity!). This we isolate as follows: 
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Lemma I. The fol/owing conditions arf! equivalent for il quadratic extension A of k: 
(i).A = IQfk" i.e. A :::: k X k. 
(i1). A collta;ns an idt>mpotent e such Ihat 0,4 (e) = I e. 
(iii). A =: k {(u. a. x)} for some (u, Q, x) .... (l, I. 0) ill T (k). 
(For inJecti~ity we only need (i) ~ (iii)~ the converse is equivalent to the 
fact that 13 is well-defined on Rtk), which we have already noted.) 
Proof. Not" first that an lS(lmorphism of q.e:s is necessarily compatible with the Galois 
structure: iff: A ...... B is an algebra iS~)JT\orphism then foAf-1 is an automorphism 
of B fixing preciselj k, hence by uniqueness/oil = 0B/. Thus 0) implies (ii). and 
the converse i!i clear since) --e is also idempotent. 
for (0 ~ (iii) it suffices to write k X k as k(·-I. I) lD k (1,0) to see that 
k X k ~ k{( I, I, O)} : s = (--J, I) and 1= (J, Olsatisfy the relations (n for (a, u, x) 
= (J. 1.0). 
Finally. (jil) ~ (ii) : if (u, a. x) -- (1. 1. 0) by v. b then still another brute force 
computation :shows that e = (I + bs) E ks $ let = Ie {(u. a, x)} satisfies e2 = e. 
o(e) = J···e. 
We note in passing that the three conditions of Lemma I are also equivalent 
to the existence of an algebra homomorphism flOm A to k 18, Corollary 21. 
§ 2. The Picard invariant 
Lemma 2. Ltl F be a free k·module 0/ finite rank altd let M and N be rank one 
projec live k·modules. Then F €J M ~ F $ N implies M:!! N. 
Proof. let IF: k} = n and consider the exterior power An+i(l .. ) where 
FeM ~ L ::!: FaN. Since N(M) = 0 for all i > 1, ;\n+l(J.) = 0 and I\n(F)? k. 
the standard decomposi lion 
An+ 1(/.) = U l\i(F) ® Ai(M) 
i+j =: n+1 
;,j;,. 0 
reduces to An+I(L) == AJ (M) 2! M. and similarly An+l(L) ~ N. 
The content of Lemma 2 is the statement that the obvious map I'k(k) ..... Ko(k 'I. 
though not a homomorphism, is one-one (see (3. § 3 of Chapter IX}). 
Let A be a q.e. of k. We defIne the trace map tr = trA : A ...... k by tr(x)= 
~ 
i- 1 (x + a A (x)). where i : k ~ k C A defines the algebra structure. 
§ 2. The Pi(,'ard im~(/'iQI1I 
Theorem 3.llA ;s a q.e. of k. ker(trA) is a rank olle projecthte k·nlodule. iSlr 
",orphic to Aik. The mop ")' : Q(k) -+ Pic(k) defined by A t-*' ker(tfA ) is a homo-
n,urI'IliSI11, and tile sequence 0 -to R(k) -to Q(k) -+ Pic(k) is exact and natural ill k. 
Proof. ker(tr) is a rank one projective because tr is surjective (6, Lenuna 1.6] 
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and therefore splits. and then kcr(tr) ~ A/k by Lemlna 2. The fact that")' is a homo .. 
morphisnl is trivial: -r(A) ® 't(Bl is a rank one suomodule of A * B~ since the Galois 
automorphism of A • B is the r~strktion of 0 A ® I (or, equally well, of I ® 0 B)' 
we have l(A ) ® y(d) C ,"A ® B). and therefore ,,),(A) ® "J '(B) = ,),(A ® B) since 
both have rank one. Clearly 1#3 = O. since if we write /3(u, a, x) =ks + kt = A as in 
the proof of Theorem 2. ker(tr,.1. is the free k·module ks. It remains to show that 
kert')' C Im(p). 
Thus let A be a q.e. such that ker(tr,4 )is free. Then we can write A = ks + kt. 
as nlodules. where tr(s~ = 0 and Ir(l) = I. I t suffices to show that the relations ( 1 ) 
exhibited in the proof of Tht!'orenl 1 are satisfied for some (u. a. x) E T(k). For any 
element z = C'S + dt of A. Ir(Z) = d. Hence 3a E k. so that I = as + 1t. Since s2 E A (} , 
$2 =" . I for sonIc U E 1<. and u is invertibJe by lemlna 3 below. SimHarly 
1-,2 E AU. so that 3x E Ie with l-t2 = x . I ~ and squaring )·---21 = as shows that 
a21t + 4x = J, so that (u. Q. x) E T(k). This completes the proof. 
Lemma 3. Let A be a q.e. olk and put ill = "Y(A). Tllen tile n-Iap IJ. : M ®k M -+ k. 
induced by the multiplication in A. is all isotllorp"isnl. 
Proof. It is dear if char(le) = ~~ since then AI = k. Similarly. when k is a field with 
char(k) * .2 we have A = k $ M and M is free. say M = kt ~ 12 cannot he zero. for if 
it. is, then M is a proper ideal of A, whereas according to 113. ThcL rein 5.11 J • A 
is either k X k Of a field. Hence IJ is surjective in genera] (since it is so modulo all 
maximal ideals and 'Y is natural). Du t then IJ splits: there is an injection 
v : k -+~" ®k M with IJ.V = I. Since AI ®k M has rank one. II is an isomorphism, and 
therefore so is IJ = ,,-1. 
Lenln13 3 inlplies in particular that the inlage of't always lies in 2 Pic( k) 
= ker(Pic(k)! Pic(k)). 
Next suppose fOi a monlent that chartk)= 2. Then for any 'I.e. A. we have 
k C -y(A) = ken Ir,_j ). and consequently k = 'Y(A) (since both have rank one). lIenee 
when k has characteristic two1 l' is the trivial map and k+ I p(k+) ~ R(k) ~ Q(k) 
is an isonlorphisnl. 
In general. the naturaHty of l' inlphes that the diagram 
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Q(k) ---~,. Pic(k) 
1 1 
Q(k/2k) Pk(k/2k) 
comrnutes for any k for which it makes sense, that is, whenever 2 f$. U(k). Since 
we have just seen that the lower horizontal arrow is zero, this shows that the 
image of 1 : Q(k) -+ Pic(k) lies in the kernel of Pic(k) -. Pic(k/2k). 
Now. assuming 2fJ. U(k), let Pic(2)(k) denote the kernel of the map 
Pic(k)'" (Pic(k) w Pic(kI2k)) given by llluitiplication by 2 for the l1rst factor and by 
the natural projection for the second. The discussion ahove shows that the inlage of 
,lies in Pic(2)(kO). so we can rewrite the exact sequen(.~e of Theorem 3 in the fonn 
We will compute the inrlage of l' in §4 as the kernel of a suitable map defined on 
Pic(2)(k), i.e~ .• by extending the exact sequence one step further. First, however. 
we pau~ to handle the anomalous case where 2 E U(k).4 
§ 3. The case 2 E U(k) 
Proposition 4. If ~ E ll(k), the sequence 0 -+ R(k) P. Q(k) .l 2 PicCk) -+ O;s e.'(Qct. 
and splits noncanonical(v. 
Proof. We have only to show that')' is surjective. (The ~~uence then splits auto-
nldticaUy: the groups have exponent two, and so are vectoi spa~es over Z/2Z.) 
Given a ran~; one proje1clive k~modu)e. M. of order two in Pic(k),let A denote the 
k·module k . I (I; M, and use the given k .. isomorphism 11: (8) M -+ Ie to define a multi .. 
plication on A. This m:akes A a k .. algebra with k = k . I (one has to check associati-
vity, but this is easily verified locally). It is not hard to show that A is a Galois ex .. 
tension of k with Galois group generated by J Ie (it ( -I;w), for exanlpJe by criterion 
(t) of Theor~ 1.3 of (6 J ~ with the hypothesis 2 E U(k). Hence A is a q.t. of k. 
with lfA) ~: i". ~ == M. 
ISupposc~ k is a tlol1l1ain with 2 E U(k) and 2Pic(k) *" 0; let; : k -+ K be the in-
dusion of k in its quotient field K, and aSSUJllC k is integrally closed. According to 
4 If one is ~illing to allow the anomalous ground ring in which 1 :: O. the result when 2 E V(Ie) 
can be jn~efpr~ted :s a iiipeciaj case of the general result of § 4. 
§4. Tilt' !'XQcl St'qllt""C(' 
!.he first statcn}(~nt of Theorem 5 of (8). Q(i) is injective. Since 2Pic(K) = 0, this 
example shows that the splitting in Proposition 4 cannot be natural.} 
§ 4. The exact sequence 
We turn now to the general case, where 2 is neither zero nor invertible in k. 
First, a trivial remark: if w E k, then the image of w in k/lk is invertible if and 
only If the image of win k/4k is invertible. [Proof: if wx = I + 2y for some 
x.,..r E k, squaring t.he equation shows that w.t' = ) + 4(y + )'2) for x' = wx 2 .J 
9} 
Now suppose that M represents an elcrnent of Pic(2)(k). Smce 2 (M] = 0 in 
Pic(k), there is a k .. isomorphisn11J : 1\' ®k M .... k. Two such isomorphisms can 
differ only by a unit of k «the composite is an autonl0rphisnl of the k·nHxiule k). 
Moreover. since Itt/2M :! kJ -:Jc. there is an element 111 EM such that M = km + 2M. 
Let w = #A(n, ® In). Because M is free mod 2. th~ inlage of w is a unit in k/2k, and 
hence alSll in k 14k . 
~nat happens to w if we choose IJ and "' differently? If IJ' and n,' are other 
choices playing the roles of IJ and In respectively, then IJ' = UJJ for sonle u E U(k), 
and m' can be written in the fuml om + 2x for some x E AI and Q E k. Then if we 
, , , /01\ ') h put l\' = IJ {n, .., nJ . we ave 
w' = up«am + 2x) ® (Qln + 2x)) = u(a2w + 4 QIJ (nl ®x) + 41J(x ® xU. 
or 
for a certain is E k. Now a need not be in U(k), but the image of Q is a unit in 
kl2k. and therefore also in k/4k. Thus if we Jet - denote the projection k ...... k/4k. 
the equation above yields an equa~i()n ~.-i := ii a 2 W in U(k/4k). Finally, Jet ~~I denote 
the subgroup of U(k/4k) generated by U(k/4k)2 and Inl( U(kJ -to I f(Ii./4k »). let 
U'(k) den~~e l/~kl4k)/~t, and write (w) for the irnage of win U'(k). Then the 
equation w· = ii (i 2w in U(k/4k) b~comes silnply (w'> = (w) in U'(k). This shows 
that (w) is independent of the choices nlade to define it. so that we may write (M> 
instead of (w). 
Theorem 4. M t ... (M) i"duces a hO'1l01nOrphisln b : Pic(2)(k) .... U'(k). and the 
sequence 0 -to R(k) fl Q(k).l Pic(2)(k) 2.. U'(k) is exact ilnd natural in k. 
Proof. Let M and M' represent elenlents of Pic(2)(k) and choose JJ and", for Mas 
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above and sinlilarly choose IJ' and nt' for M', Define l': III ® ~1' ® At ® ~f' 3! k 
by 
,'(,x ® .l" ®.v ® .v') = p(x ® Y) I/(X' ® y'), 
let ,. = 111 ® ,a' ~ then clearly I' generates.t\r, ® At n'lod 1. that is,,, plays in M ® iW' 
the rote tuat "' (fI.~sp. nl') plays in A-f (resp. "'f). Finally. 
and therefore (M ® M) = (M) W'), 
It rem~dns to see that the sequence is exact at Pic(2)(k). let A be a q.c. ofk. 
(1uwse 1 ~= A with tr,.1 (r) = ): then, as rnodules, .4 = kt tl· ~I where M = ker(tf/1) is 
a rank one projective. If we write I = at + "' in this deCOtllposition. applying trA 
shows that 2 = Q. Thus In == I {mod 2)~ so that M = knl + 2 M. The nluhiplkation 
in A induf.:es an isomorphism IJ. : M ®k M'" AO = k. by lennna ,1 
Now let w = JJ(n, ® n')~ i.e. w = m2 in A. If we show w == I (mod 4k) we will 
have provt!d that ~l = O. Writing 0 for 0 ... , we have I = 0(.)):: 0(21 + nl) = 20(1)- nl, 
so that J - ",2 = (I + n,) ( I-In) ~ 20(1)21 = 40(1)1. Since o(t)1 E AO := k. thh 
shows that. indeed. w = n,2 = ) (mod 4k). 
Conversely let ~I represent an eJetnent .of ker(o). (hoosing an isolnorphislll 
IJ .• 41 ® AI-- k and :an element 1'1 EM which generates M mod 2. we are assured 
that p(m ® m) = W IS trivial in U'(k), By nlodifying It by a unit of k. and nt by an 
element of k whkh becomes a unit mod 4. we can ensure that w is a1 ready trivial 
in U(k/4k). Thus as.sume w = J-4x, x E k. Let A be the direct surn ofM with a 
free module kl. We want to make A into a q.c. in such a way that ker(trA ) ~AI. 
and the discussion :above suggests that the nluitiplication on A shouir.l satisfy 
(2) I = 21 +"' 
( 3 ) t _.,2 = x . I. 
and should be given on A-I by the fnap IJ. «3) comes fronl the desire to have 
t r A ( t) = 1 and 0 ( t) t = .\' . ) 
We daim first that there is at most one su~h algebra structure for A, Clearly it 
suffices for this to show that (2) and (3) detemline the products ty for all choices 
y E J/. Un fact, since Tn generates ~I mod 2. we can write y = CI11 + 1:, c E k and 
z EM .. fiO that it suffices to determine tn, and 1(2:). For (1" we have 
lin = I( J 21) = 1--2(1 x-I)= -I + 2x(2t + nl) = -wI + (lK)1n, 
and for t( 2z) we lI1ave 
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1(1:) = (2t)z = ( }--In)z = z --lltl1l ® z)· I = Z-/J(171 ® z) (2; + nl). 
Thus there is at nlost one algebra structure on A satisfying our requirelllents~ it 
renlains to see that such an algebra exists, and that it is a q.e. whose image in 
Pic(2,(k) is represented by the AI we stJrted with. 
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Let S(A) denote the sYlllmetric algebra of th,e Illodule A. and let A; denote the 
quotient 9" S(.4) by the ideal generated by the elenlents p(a ® ll) -- afJ 
(V Q. jlEM). J --·21", and 1--12 -x.lfwe now show that thc indJsion of A i.nS(A) 
induces an isonlorphisnl A -t> A' of modules. we will have produced the required 
algebra structure on A. 
Since the inlage of A -t> S(A , generates S(A) as algehra~ the image of A ... A' 
Inllst generate A' as algebra. But the preceding arguments show that the inlage of 
A -+ A' is it~elf a subalgebra. Hence A -+ A' is sur1:ctive To see that A -+ A' is an 
iSOI110rphiSlll, and that A is a quadratic extension. we can assume k is local. and 
the argunlents are then the saIne as In Theorenl 2. Thus it reInains to show only 
tbat ,),(A) is isomorphic to the module ft., we started with. But this follows from 
Lemnla 2. 
It is worth reillarking that the I"card invariant')' can he nontrivial even over very 
nice connected rings. The following exalnplc, for which I an1 indebted to H. Bass. 
shows that among the k which arise as the rings of integers 111 real quadratic number 
fields. there are intlnitel)' many exalnpJes with "y nontrhdal. 
If k is the ring of inte~ers in a nunlber field F with. say. [F : QI = n. then k'2k 
is finite so that Pic{kl.:!k) = 0 and Pic(2,(k) = 2Pk1k); moreover, k/4k is a free 
Z/4Z-nlodule of rank II. so that 1I(k/4k) has fewer than 4n elemenl~ Now 1 is 
trivial if and only if 2 Pic(k) ... U'(k) is injective~ and since U '(k) is a quotient of 
l/(kl4k)~ the lattPf would inlply that 2 Pic(k) has fewer than 4n cJenlents. But if 
,,:: 2t it is known that the dUllcnsion ('over ZI2Z) of 2Pk(k) is at least t·-z. where 
I is the nunlber of prinle~i dividing the di~riminant of FIQ (see Casseis and Froh-
lich (Sal ). Since discrimmants can be made arbitrarily large. thi~ projuces int1niteJy 
many quadratic number tields F for which 2Pic(k) ... lJ'(k) cannot be injec.:live, 
hence for which., is nontrivial. 
§ 5. Graded quadratic extensions and the Brauer-Wall group 
We trace here the route froln Q(k) via two group extensions to the Brauer .. Wall 
group BW(k). 
When we speak of a graded k-algebra A, we shall invariably nlcan tha t A is 
graded mod 2. that is, A is given with an additive deconlposition A = Ao $ A t which. 
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with respe't to nluhiplkation. satisfies A,Ai CAl + i U. j E Zr!.Z). TllUS IA E An' 
anJ A, is an A o-module. Homomorphisms f : A - B ot sllch al~cbras preserve degrees 
VCA ,• C B,). In partkular. the algebra strudure k - A gives k =. k CAn CA. that 
is. we view the ground ring as an algebra with grading. bu I ~on~ei1trated in degree 
lcro. 
If A is a graded k-a!gebra we let i A I denote the underlying k-algebra without 
gtading. and we can A a graded quadratic extension of k Jf I A I is a q.e. of k. 
Proposjfl~n ) remains true for graded q.c. 'ts. and the operation A • B 
:.: (A ® 8)°·4 QO 08 makes the set of k-aJgebra isonlorphism classes into an abelian 
group of exponen t at most four (see [13. § 7) for the details',5 This is the group 
Q2Ck, of graded quadratk extensions. It contains Q(k) as a subgroup: one need 
nnJy view ungraded algebras as graded but ~oncentrated in degree zero. 
For a concreh~ exalnple. suppose :1 E U(k) and consider the graded k-algebra 
A :; k(u) = k E1 kl. with [2 = 1I. where II E Ut:k). As we noted in § I, I A I is iso-
morphic to k {('u. I. %( I--u l}. so A is a graded q.e. Moreover .. if we translate the 
Galois. automorphism of k{(ll. 1, %( J -un fer. Theorern 2) back to J k (II) t. we 
find that it is given simply by o( 1):; --[: in other words" l( I A I ) is .just kt. If 
B = k (I.') = k ~ ks. s2 ::. a' .• ' E V(k). is another algebra of the sanle fonn. then 
A ® B has a basis of four elements, I. s, t. st, with sand t of degree one~ and re--
lations s2 = v, ,2 = u. sf + Is = 0: we win denote this graded k-aJgebra (~k u). The 
autonlorphisnl oA ® 08 sends s (resp. t) to -s (rcsp. -1).6 so that 
A • B = (A ® B) °r1 ~ °8 = I k $ k(st) J. 
Since (s1)2 = _·s'2: t 2 = ·--vu. we have k(l') • k(u} = I k (-'l'U) I in Q2(k', 
Toward an overview of graded q.e."s in general. we rl.scord first: 
lemma 4. II k admits a graded q. e. whose degree ol1e term is!1 .faithfUl k-",odule. 
the" 2 E U(k). In particular', all q.e. 's are cotu:e1ltrated in degree zero (that is. 
Q(k) C Q2(k) i.f all equality) ill either of the folloWing sitUQI'I01JS: 
(J) k is connected' and :2 ~ V(k), or 
(2) 2 E Rad(k) = intersection olall nlaxirtlol ideals of k. 
Proof. If A I is faithfuL A;lUA has a non-vanishing degree on( ternl~ for every 
maximal ideal m of k. Now if 2 ~ V(k) then :2 is in some m .. lnd we con tradict 
S The ~radin!! of A ;~ B is ttiven. of course, b} ;;(a ~ b) '3; ao + ab (m(''<! 2)~ the multiplication 
is ,,;ven by (a ~ b) (c ® d) = (-1 lab . ac ac ® btl. 
6 Here t means I ® I. s means I 3 s. etc. 
7 That IS. Spec(k) is connected. Equivalently. e2 :::: e in k implies e -:: () Of (' -:: I. hn example. 
10('31 rin~\ ~md mtegral domains arc ('onnected. 
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the fact (13. 5.10 5.) II that t:OJllnlutative separable algehras over a field of 
chara\!teristic two are nCl.:essarily ~on~entrated in degree zero. The two spelial cases 
are easy consequences. 
Now let H(k) denote the group of continuous functions from Spec(k) to Z(a. 
and let 
S(k) ={fE H(k) I I(p) = 0 if ~ E pl. 
Proposition S. For any gra(Jed q. ('. A of k, the rank of A I lies in S(k). The ,nap 
Q2 (k) -+ S( k) so de!i"cd is d Ilo''tlol.,uwphis", anJ the sequencf 
0- Q(k) -+ Q2(k t -to S(k) .• () 
is eXQt" and natltral ill k. 
Proof. The first statcfllcnt fullows from lenuna 4. The fact that thc' map is a hOlno-
nlorphisnl is. trivial: it suffices to ~he~k the equality of r311ks ((,4 * B), : k J 
= (AI: k) + IBI : kJ in S(k). when the terms on the right are constants. 
Exactness at Q,Ck) is clear. The nlain point is surjectivity of Q,(k) ~ S(k). If 
. . 
the constant I is in S(k). it follows that 2 E U(k). and then k (u) (for any 
u E V(k)) is a q.c. which maps to I. If IE S(k) is not constant, write k = k' X kIt 
where tis 0 on primes of k' and J on primes of k"; then 1 E U(k"), so that k"< I} 
is a q.c. of kIP, Let A be the product of the trivial q.e. of k' with k"( I}. Then A is 
a q. e. of k which maps to f. 
\\'llen k is connected. we have H(k) = Z,I2Z. and S(k) ;:: 0 unless ~ E U(k). Thus 
in this case Proposition 5 says that 0 ..... Q(k) -+ Q2(k ~ -+ Zj1Z - 0 is exact jf and 
only if .2 E V(t). It is not hard to show. further. that the sequen~e splits jf and 
only if also I E k 2, or. equivalently, if and only if Q2(k) has exponent two, i.e. 
no eJenlcnts of order four. (Note that k < I > • k ( J) = t k < -, 1> I in Q.,(k). and the 
latter is trivial if and only if·- I E k 2 ). .. 
The connection with the Brauer·Wal1 group is given by 
(Here and in the se(.luel. Dr denotes the Brauer grou p [2. 41 and BW deno(Cs 
the Brauer~WaJl group II J. 4) .) 
For the proof. sec i J 31. Here we want only to make some remarks abou t the 
map Vi. First we r~ca1J the definition: Let E denote the algebra of ~ X ~ matrkes 
ovel' k with the usual grading, (~~) q:; (~(~). and let A be any graded Azumaya k-
algebra. Then'" (A J is represented by the centralizer. in A ®k E, of (.4 lZik 1::)0' 
(One shows that if A I is faithful. this is the same as the centralizer. in A. of An ~ 
one tensors with E before taking the centralizer of the degree lero term to be 
sure of getting a quadratic extension tn generaL) 
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nle proof that", is surjective goes as follows. Clearly it is enough to show that 
any graded q.e. with degree one ternl of constant rank is in the image. If fA I_ : kJ = I 
thc~n 1 E: V(k). and commutativity of I A I shows that A is CENTRAL (in the sense of 
(131' and hence a graded Azumaya algebra~ dearly !J; (A 1 = A. If A is concentrated 
in degree zero. one constnJcts as a preimage for A the crossed product B of A with 
its. Galois group: B = A . "1 eA· l'o ~ with the indicated grading, and with Inulti-
plication given by Ct'; . dv, = ci(d)v;j' i~ j E {I, o}. 0 = 0.,4 , 
£;r:ample. Graded qLtaternioll (Jtlgeb,as. If we construct explicitly the crossed 
plrOOUt:t described above for an alrebra k {(II, a, xl), (.u t a, x) E T(_k), we obtain a 
graded Azunlaya k-algebra {!'L..;J..! with free generators Q and ~ in degree zero and 
.,. and 11 in degree one, with multiplication tabl~ l. 
Table I 
- T-----------.--.. -----------.---,----,-.-----'------.. - -----.--, 
Q P l' h 
~---------------------------------------------------.-.---
The notation mQn~q.1l ::; 2:c,.,-aub, etc. 
(0. 0. 2x, -au' 
(0. O • . wax. 1- b) 
(1-- a. au. O. 0) 
(-ax, 2%, o. 0) 
The multiplicative identity is QQ + 213. and the relations 111 + (1y = "y. 6;3 + (jO :: 6, 
'Y6-~"Y = a and o:Jj-13o = Q")' + la = ao + ~Q = 0 can be read off from the table. If 
the quadratic extension cornes from the subgrouf R(k) of R(k). we can take 
a = I and drop u from the notation, writing (Yj in place of {, •. I- :c], since II = 
J -4x. The description of the quatemion algebras is considerably simpler for 
quadratic extensions coming from R(k), and in fact it is not hard ttl see that a 
basis J .IJ, ", JJ.II can be chosen for (J ;/'J with the multiplication completely de" 
termined by the relations ",2 = I,'>' = x, and IJJJ + vp. + ] :~ o. It is this description 
which motivates the notation {¥} ; one could more generally define [¥} t for 
x. y E k. to be the graded k-aJgebra with a free basis I, p., &I, IJV with IJ and II of 
degree one and subject to the relations p.2 = x, ,,2 :: y and JJJI + liP + I = o. When 
k.has characteristic two~ {¥) sans grading is the algebra (_l . . ty) considered by 
\\aU (14. pp. 188 and 199). If 2 E U(k), the quaternion algebra corresponding 
to I k(u) i = k {(u" I~ Y4( I -u)}is 
{J, Y1J-U}} . 
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and a shrewder choice of basis shows that this is just the algebra (!.Jr ) 
=k{I)®k(-·u). 
This exanlple gives a simple method for actuaHy writing down elements of 
BW(k). for any ground ring k: each (u, Q. x) in T (k) yields a graded Azumaya 
k-aIgebra tlLt_~·} which lies in the subgroup Br(k) if and only if (u. a. x) 
-(1.1.0,ln T(k). 
§ 6. Some computations in BW( k) when 1 E U( k) 
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Let k be a field of characteristic:;: 2. To lighten the notation write (0) for k(a), 
I a I for I k{a) I. (a. b) for (at b.) and 10. b t for! (atb) I. When we write any of 
these synlbols it is understood that a"* 0 *" b!1 thus we can (and will) treat (a) and 
I Q I as elements of Q2(k). and (a). (a. b) and I Q. b I as elements of BW(k). We treat 
Br(k) (resp. Q(k)) as a subgroup of BW(k) (resp. Q2(k))~ and we wiJI often omit the 
symbol ® when performing nlultiplication in BW(k'~ for example (0) (b) :: (a, b) 
translates k(a) ®k k{b> 3: (\ b). 
Proposition 6. (a. b) (c. d) = I --·ab. -~. be , (-abc, d,. 
Proof. It suffices to show (a) (b) (c) = I·cab. be I (···abc>, Let Q~ J3. "'( be the de-
fining degree one generators of (a). (b>, (,.)~ respectively. Then (0) <b) (c) has gene-
rators I.~. try ~ (J"'( in degree zero and Q, p. 'Y. 0tJj-y in degree one. The degree zero 
part is therefore just I -abo --be I (or, what is the same. I -abo -ac I or I -Q(", -be I ). 
Now by '13, Corollary 6.4). (0) (b) (c) is the product in BW(k) of I -abo -be I 
with its centralizer. The only generators in the centralizer arc I and QJ3"'f. and 
(~'l)2 = ·-abc, q.e.d. 
Lemma S. (a, b) = IBW(k)'" -ob E k2 <:> (.0. b) = 'a, b I ;11 BW(k). 
Proof. If (Q) (b) = I in BW(k) then (0) • <b) = 1 in Q2(k). Therefore. since 
(0) • (b) = I --ab l.-,·ab E k2. Conversely. -Gb E k2 im!,lies -alb E k2• and clearly 
this implies that (-Q) and (b) are isonlorphic algebras. But (- a) represents the 
inverse of (0) in BW(k) r 13. discu~sion after 6.11 and last part of 1.10] . The 
B VtithoUI furthl'I ,,-hanges. all of what follm\.''S will go through if we assumr only 2 E U(k) and 
a, h . ... E U (A:). rather than assuming that k I'S a field. but nothing is gained by the apparently 
greater generality. 
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renlaitting equivalence then follows using Propo~ition b: 
I a. b I = fa, b, (ab, ---ab) = (a.- J) (b, -·ab) = (at b) (--I. -ab), 
so that 
Corollary t. tet Quat(k)dnJote the subgroup ofBr(k)general,ed by the quatemion 
algebras I a, b I , leI QUAr{",) denote the subgroup of BW(k) generQted by the 
graded quatem;oll algebras (0, b). and let k-'(k) denote the subgroup olBW(k) 
generated by the "wedge aigebras"(a). Then [k'(k'): QUAT(k)) = 2 and 
Br(k) () W(k) = Quat(k) = BIlk) n QUAT(k). 
Proof. For the inclusion Quat(k) C QUAT(k)~ take b = - J and d = --ac in Proposi-
tion 6. and use Lemma 5 to cancel the rightmost teml. Conversely we must show 
that if:1 product of wedges falls in the subgroup Br(k), it is a product of ungf'.lded 
quaternion aJgebras. But ®i~ i (OJ) falls in Br(k) if and only if*;: I (oj) is triVial 
in Q2(k), fronl whjf~h it is clear in particular that n must be tven, say n = 2111. Then 
*" i ~ I (al ) = I ( -I yn nj ~ 1 Qj i , whereas iterating Proposition () shows that ®i~ J (oi) 
differs, from a product of ungraded quaternion algebras by H·· I yn + 1 n7,;:-.1 a" an)' 
But then 
n 
.. ® (ai) E Quat(k). 
i:: 1 
If we keep track of the ungraded quaternion algebras which arise in the iteration 
step of the above proof .. we obtain the following multiplication formulas in BWf.k). 
reminiscent of the classical formula for the Hasse invariant: 
Corollary 2. For n = 2m-I, m > 0, we hIlve 
n n m-l 
® <0-) = «-I)m + J n a·) ® ® I (~l)laIQ2 ... a2/-' -_. a"l1",,'+) I . 
;:::1 I ;=1 I ;=1 .. ~ 
(For II = un, nl > O. put « -I »>1+1 n?:ll OJ, an) in place of «- J )>>1+1 n~l Qj>') 
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§ 7. Some computations of BW(k) 
In a sense, the exact sequences of Theorenls 4 and 5 and Proposition 5 compute 
BW(k) for any ground ring k.9 More concrete)y~ if k ha~ any special properties which 
simplify strategic terms in the three exact sequences, one has quite an explicit de-
ternlination. The situation simplifies dlamaticaUy, for example. jf k is connected 
and Pic(k) is trivial. And although th~sc hypotheses fnay seem drastic. it is worth 
noting that any localization of any k satisfies both. In this section we restrict even 
further than local rings to give sc)Jne examples where k is a field. 
It is an easy consequence of Proposition 6 that (a)4 = t _.1.. -I I for any Q, and 
It is not hard to conclude fronl this. for example. that BW(R) is cyclic of order 
eight, generated by R (- I) (i.e. by (i.e. by C-with-grading). Results for some other 
fields are summarized in table 1~ the reader will have no difficulty in supplying the 
proofs. 
k 
R 
fitld with q ::. pn 
eltments 
p 1:. 23 ) 
p:: 2 
algebraically 
closed field 
char ~ 2 
t:har = 2 
Table 2 
T:: Z/2Z. E ::: Z/4Z. 
Q(k) 
T 
T 
o 
o 
t· 
1'2) if q ~. I (mod 4) 
E if q :::. 3 (mod 4) 
T 
T 
() 
a) Note that ··1 t k2 - q I (mod 4). 
BW<k) 
Z!SZ 
T 
T 
o 
As a further example, suppose that k is a fonnal power series field in one 
variable over an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero. Such fields are 
quasi-finite I) 2. XIII § 21. and this has two pleasant CO!1s(quences: Br(k) is 
trivial (Tsen~s theorenl) and Q(k) = Z/2Z (indeed for any n > 1, and in particular 
9 This sentence. minus its first three words. is offered as a definition of "compute". 
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for II = ~. ic admits .. up to isonlorphisln. a unique field extension of degree II). Thus 
B\\'{k, = Q2(k) = Z/2Z $ Z/2Z. 
An explicit conlputation can also be given for local fields. We use the term in a 
rat.her restrictive sense: a local field is, for us, a finite extension of a p .. adic comple-
tion Qp of the rational field Q. If k is such a field, local class field theory tells us that 
Br(k) == Q/Z. and since this is a divisible group (te. an injective in the category of 
abelian groups), BW(k) == Q/Z $ Q2(k). 
To determine Q](kl we look. first at the group k* of invertible (Le. nonzero) 
elements of k. One knows that k* is isornorphic to Z X Ji * X IJ X H, where k is 
tbe residue c ass field, JJ. is a group of p"th roots of unity in k and H is a fr~e Zp. 
module of rank n = (k : QpJ (see, for example, (9, § 15). Then (k*:k*2) is the 
product of the corresponding four indices. From the first factor we get IZ: 2Z1 = 2. 
For any cyclic group G of order r,(G:GS) is the g.c.d. (r. s); 1(. is cyclic of order 
p'- I (wheJ;e{= [f :FpJ is the inertia degree) andp is cyclic of order a power of 
tV/o, 50 that the middle tractors contribute (pi' -I, 1) (PI!, 2). This product is always 
2 (for odd p this is clear, and for p = 2 it suffices to note that II > 1 because k 
always contains both square roots of 1). Finally. from the factor H ~ Zp (n) we get 
(Zp(IJ):22'p(n)) = [Zp:2Zp J''1y and (Zp:2Zp J= 2 ifp = 2 and I otherwise. Thus 
Q(k) = TC2) jf P is odd and 1(n+2) if p = 2,_~nd we climb up to Q2(k) as before 
to obtain table 3. These iesults should be-compared with (II t p. 249) . 
k 
local field. 
(k:Q J = n 
If:;;) = f 
p:;; 2 a) 
p =2 
Table 3 
T = Z/2Z, E = Z/4Z. 
~3) if -I E k2 
T I1J E if --I til: k2 
~,,+3) if ---I E k2 
~n+ I) iii E if --I $. k 2 
BW(k) 
Qlz ~ Q.,(k) 
.. 
a, Note that - 1 E k2 - -I ~ k 2 - pf == 1 (mod 4). 
§ 8. Examples where k is not a field 
For k = Z one has Br(k)=O, and Q2(k) = Q(k) = R(k) = 0 (the latter from Proposi-
tion 3, and the others because Pic(k) = 0 and k is connected)~ so that BW(k) = O. 
There is a more enlightening reason for the vanishing of Q(,Z): a quadratic extension 
of Z distinct from Z X Z would be the ring of integers of an unramified extension 
of Q (see (II). and as is well Known, Q has no such extens.ions. 
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Although everything vanishes for Z. quotients of Z provide exanlples of arbi-
trarily large groups Q(k): 
Proposition 7. Ifk = Z/nZ. R(k) = R(k) = Q(k) is the direct sum olm copies of 
Z/2Z. where m ;s the Ilumber of distinct prime factors of n. 
A direct proof can be extracted from the definition of R(k). But the re',ult re-
duces easily to the case where n is a power of a single prime, and it then follows 
from part (ii) of Proposition 8. t 
Proposition 8. (i). Let I: Ie ... K be Q surjeL'tive homomorphism of commutative 
rings. and assume IIIDI/(x') E U(K) Qo x E U(Ie), or equivalently, that ker(j) C Rad(k). 
Then R(j) : R(Ic)'" R(K) is surje('tive. 
(ii). LeI Ie be a local ring and let f denote the projection k ..... kim. Then Q2(f) is 
surjective, and ilk iJ t..'YJmplele Ilnd Noetherian then R(f) and Q2(j) are isomorphisms. 
Proof. (i) is immediate. 
For (ii)t note first that when k is local, the inclusions R(k) C R(k) C Q(k) are 
equalities, and (of course) similarly for kim. Thus Q(j) = R(J) is suljective by (i), 
and h foUow~ that Q2(J) is surjective. for in the commutative diagram 
.... Q2(k) "'Z/2Z"'O 
! Q2(j) tl 
0'" Q(k/m) -+ Q2(k/m)'" Z/2Z ..... 0 
the top row is exact" 2 E U(k)" 2 E U(k/m) ~ the bottom row is exact. In the 
cornplete case, it suffices to show that R(j) is injective. f('( we can then conclude 
that Q2(j) is injective as above. Thus suppose (u, I t x) E T(k) is in the kernel of 
T(k) -It T(k/m)'" R(k/m). This means sinlply that 3 bE k, mE m, with x = 
b( I-b) + m, and J -2h E U(k) (for (J-·2b)2 = 1-4("t- m) == u(mod nt). We need 
only show that 3b' E k with.t ~ h'(! - 0'). for then taking v ':: 1-2b' we have 
(I. I, 0) - (II. 1, x) by v. b'. let F(X):: X2_X + x in k (XI. ", "en F(b) == 0 (mod nt), 
and P'(b)E U(k). Hensel's lemma (e.g. (5. Chapter III, §4, !' J. 5. Corollary I]) 
inlplies that F(X) = 0 has a solution b' E k. 
Corollary 3.11 k is a complete Noetherian local riltg. BW(k) -It BW(kjm) is an iso· 
nlorphism. 
Proof. See (2. Theorem 6.5) • Proposition 8 (ii). and the five lemma. 
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'One may ask about the behaviour of Q(f). BW(/). etc. for vari~)us other homo. 
rnorphisms.f. For eX3lnple, consider the natura' maps k~'" Ie PrJ 4 k. Here j; is the 
identity on k. ~;.O that if F is any functor from ((comnlutative rings)) to «abelian 
groups), one has F(k (X) = F(k) Ii) F'(k (X) where FP(k (X]I) = Ker F(J). Given 
F, the question arises: for which k does the term F'(k (.It]) v;ulish. i.e., for which 
k is the monornorphism F(k) ~ F(k (X] ) an isonlorphism? We investigate this 
question here for the functors at hand in two situations; in both cases (k a field. 
Ie .1 regular dOflllain) our res~lts are easy consequences of corresponding facts pro"ed 
for the Braue~ group in 12l'. 
l.A~nma 6. Let ~ bean integral dOlnaitl, then R(k) .... R(k (XI) is surjective (equi .. 
valently. is an isonlorphisnl' i/ and only if char(k) '* 2. 
Proof. First, suppose that char(k) *" 2; to see that R(i) is surjective it suffices to 
show that every (U~ I. P) in T t.k (X) ) comes fronl an element of T(k). But fOf 
(U. I. P) to be in T(k (X)) we must have J-4P = 1I E U(k IX1):: V(k). and since 
char(k) "* 2 this implies that the degree of P is zero, so that (U, I, p) E T (k). Con-
versely. jf char(k) = 2 and 0 =1= a E k then (1. I, aX) represents an element of 
R(k {XI ). and to see that R(k) .... R(k (X)) is not surjective it suffices to rule oul 
the ,'o~ibility thai (I, I, aX) - (u, 1. x) in T(k (XI) for some (II, l, x) E T (k). 
But. I. I. aX) ..... (u, I. x) requires aX = x + B( 1,--8) for some BE k (X) • which is 
impossible for degree reasons. 
Lemma 7. Let k be all integral domain with 2 E Rad(k). and suppose thot a. P E k (XI 
are such thot a 2 + 46 is invertible. The" there exists.., E k [ .. \') witlt Q + ~~ inl'et'tible. 
Thul R(k (X) ) = R(k (X] ). 
Proof. If 2 = 0, there is nothing to prove, so we assume 0 ¢ 2 E Rad(k). Write 
a = a + {(Xl, fj = b + g(X) with 0, bE k and {(X), g(X) E Xk (XJ. Then since 
a2 + 46 = a2 + 4b + 2af(X) + if(X»2 + 4g(X) 
is in U(k (X) ) = U(k), we have 
20ftX') + if(X))2 + 4g(X) = 0 
and 
a2 + 4b E U(k). 
Hence. since 2 E Rad(k). a is invertible. (The lernma would be superfluous if 
] E Rad(kIX))!) Now we claimf(X) == 0 (mod 2kIX)). (If so, we are done: write 
{(Xl = 111(X). then Q + 2.., E U(k) if"Y = -h(X).) Thus let f<x) = I; ? 1 a,X i ~ we 
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want thai 0; == O(mod 2k) for all i.1t suffices to show that 200i == O(nlod 4k) for 
all i. sin,c we arc in a donlain with 2. "* 0 and a is invertible. But writing out 
~f(X' = -(/C X))2 (mod 4k IX) ) and compaiing coefficients shows first that 
2Da 1 == o (nlod 4k). and then by mouction that 200, == O(mod 4k) for all i. This 
cOInplete) the proof. 
Corollary 4. Let k be a local domain. Thm R(k) .... R(k (X) ) is surjectil'e (equi-
vaJenl(~'. o:s an isonlorphisml if and on/.:v if char(k) '* 1. 
Proof. This is a special case of Lenml3 6 once we note that R(k) C R(k) and 
R(k IX) ) C R(k IXI ) are equalities. The first inclusion is always an equality when 
k is local. The second is an equality by Proposition 3 when .2 E V(k). and by 
lcnlma 7 In the rell1aining case. when 2. E Rad( k). 
Propositinn 9. Let k be II ficld. ; : k .... k IX) the in(:/us;oll. n,en 
h) Q( i);s an isomorph;snl" char(k) * 2. 
(ii) Q.:{i) is an isomorphism" char(k) :.-I- 2. 
(iii) 8rO) i.t an isomorphivn .. k ;s perlet'!. 
(iv) 8\V(i)is on isomorphisnJ" k is per/ecl atuJ char(k) *" 2. 
Proof. (i) fl'UOWS froln Corollary 4~ since Pk(k) = Pic(k {X)) = (0), and (iii) is 
Theorenl 7. S of 12). (.ii) follows from (i) and the five lelnnla. 
c=: of (IV) follows fronl (in and (iii) with the live lemma~ the converse also follows 
fronl the tive lemnla, since Q2(i) IS always injective C indeed F(i) is injective for 
any F !). 
Proposition 10. Let k be eilher Q lVVt.'tlzerian i"tegrally closed d01'fain with 
2 ~ £1(1<), or II regular lo,~al ring ol characteristic' =-I: 2. Then Q2(1) is all ;solllorphism: 
Q2~k) -+ Q2(k (X) ). 
Proof. It h enough to show that Q(;) is an isomorphism. for k (X) is a domain. 
hence connected. If 2 is invertible, the five lenlma with Proposition 4 shows that 
it suffices to know that R(i) and 2Pic(i) are Isomorphisms. The forn1er follows 
fronl LelT'tna 6. and the lat ler fronl (3, 7.13 and 7.19 of Chapter III J. In the local 
case, Q(i) = R(i) because Pic(k (XI) = (0) by the results of [3J just referred to, and 
R(i) is an isornorphism by Corollary 4. 
Corollary S. Let k be either a regular dVllU1in H) of ch.aracteristic zero with 
10 That is, a Noetherian dorrtlin which localizes at every prime to a regular local ring. 
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2 E l/(k). or Q ,egulll, local nOng 0/ characteristic zero. Then BW(i) is an isomorphism: 
BWOt} ... BW(k (.\"1 ). 
Proof. In either case. Q,2(;) is ~n isomorphisnl by Proposition 10, and 8r(i) is an 
Isonl0rphism by 12. PropoSition 7.7 J . 
Renlllrk I. We have used the facts that regular local rings are integndly closed 
regular dOlnaJnS; proofs and references for thes.e may be found in (7, § 4] . 
R~mIlrk 2. The condition 2 E U(k) can be suppressed if it is true that R(k) -.~ ROc I.X) ) 
i;; surjective for k a regJl;lr domain of characteristic zero: once R(i) is an isorllorphism, 
the evident diagranl-claases sho" that Q(,), and hence (as above) also BW(i)~ are 
isomorphisms. A direct argument shows that R(Z ( .. f)) = (0), so that BW(Z (X)) = 
BWCL) = (0',. but I do not know the answer in general. A. Magid .·private conulluni .. 
c.:alion) p!:(wes by different methods that Q(k) -+ Q(k 1 ... \')) is an isonu)rphjsnl for 
any Integrally closed Noethenan d0l11ain k of characteristic zero, so that in fact 
Coronary 5 remains true without the requirement 2 E U(.k). 
As a final example consider the ring k of integers in thl quadratic number field 
Q(\/D.' where D IS a square-flee integer. In the imaginary caSe~ D < O.l.f(k) is very 
nlanageable and one finds easily that R(k) = O. The real case~ D > O. is less trivial 
because LJ(k, is bigger. For D = 2, R(k) = (O)~and typical computations suggest 
strongly that R(k) = (0) whenever D =: 2 (mod 4, and R(k) ~ (0) whenever 
D:: J (mod 4). (The latter would say that Q(./D) adnlits unramified quadratic 
field ex tensions when D= 3 (mod 4 t) 
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